Annex I

Kosovo Case Study

Summary: The U.S. humanitarian response was profoundly shaped by an initial mistaken premise, broadly-shared across the international community, that the central humanitarian challenge would be reaching a large internally displaced Kosovar population. It was only just prior to the onset of the NATO aerial bombing that we and others in NATO began to consider that Serbia might systematically expel hundreds of thousands of Kosovars. The U.S. response was also significantly shaped by the lack of a humanitarian voice in senior policy deliberations. In combination, these factors resulted in deficient pre-planning for a mass exodus of Kosovars and a poor appreciation of — and slowness to correct for -- UNHCR’s weak leadership in the border areas. The first phase was a confused scramble, during which there was a disturbing perception at the highest levels of the USG that no one was in charge of USG civilian humanitarian programs. Also at this time, our sensitivity to Macedonia’s security concerns impeded our humanitarian response and we encountered difficulties in managing public donations and intensified media interest. Thereafter the U.S. humanitarian effort began to cohere as interim priority coordination mechanisms took effect: e.g., the daily SVTS chaired by the NSC, the Kosovo Coordination Council (KCC), and field coordination between BHR and PRM. The KCC as well as other mechanisms had decidedly mixed results. In partnership with NATO, UNHCR, NGOs and other international agencies, the U.S. civilian humanitarian programs were able to meet the basic needs of a million refugees and facilitate a mass post-war repatriation.

This case study is based on interviews with senior officials at the White House, Departments of State and Defense, and USAID. It also draws upon a roundtable discussion involving American relief NGOs and UNHCR. It is not a comprehensive review of USG humanitarian response to the Kosovo crisis, but rather is tailored to the humanitarian review's central concerns with which factors advance or impede the effectiveness of USG civilian humanitarian programs. The case study coalesces around the following points:

1) Faulty assumptions resulted in a lack of preparation for a sudden, coerced mass exodus. Once the war began, we and others had to adjust swiftly to an extreme, unanticipated humanitarian demand.

The USG humanitarian response proceeded on the basis of a core premise that there was low likelihood of a sudden massive out migration of Kosovar refugees. In three separate crisis points over the previous 15 months, when external force had been threatened to varying degrees, refugee outflows had been modest.

U.S. policymakers, intelligence officers, regional experts and humanitarians, along with their counterparts in other NATO member countries, failed to predict until just several days before the bombing campaign that Serb forces would systematically expel Kosovars. Instead, the prevailing worst case scenario was that one million Kosovars would be displaced internally, prohibited from
exiting, and remain largely inaccessible, in the context of an ongoing air war and a NATO determination not to launch a ground invasion.

The USG was significantly constrained by intelligence deficiencies, especially as regards Milosevic's war strategy and the numbers and calculations of internally displaced Kosovars. This became far worse with the withdrawal of external monitors and relief workers just prior to the onset of the NATO bombing campaign.

As the air war unfolded, NATO suddenly found itself shouldering a massive humanitarian project. Once Serbian forces induced the mass expulsion of Kosovars, NATO unexpectedly added to its core objective of degrading Serbia's military capacities the protection of IDPs and the return of refugees safely to their homes. Yet there had been no pre-planning for NATO involvement in humanitarian operations in neighboring states. For the initial period, the humanitarian agenda was overwhelming due to: the extreme rapidity of events, the colossal scale of the exodus, the depth of uncertainty regarding circumstances inside Kosovo, and the strategic risk that mass refugees posed to Macedonia and Albania. This combination of factors would have greatly strained any response system, and forced the international community to scramble to bring order to humanitarian programs in the fog of war.

2) Lack of a consistent senior humanitarian voice hindered our effectiveness. Interagency coordination of the humanitarian effort was insufficient in the lead-up to the NATO campaign, and cumbersome during the air war.

It was not until the Kosovo Coordination Council was formed after the onset of the bombing campaign that a senior civilian humanitarian figure was empowered to lead our humanitarian agenda, including the military components of relief efforts. Had accountable and consistent senior humanitarian leadership been incorporated early on into senior Administration deliberations, we might have seen superior contingency planning for, and later management of the refugee outflow.

From October 1998 through March 1999, the NSC and State co-chaired Executive Committee managed all aspects of the Kosovo crisis, recommending policy decisions to Deputies. The EXCOMM formed a humanitarian sub-group chaired by State/PRM, but the isolation of this group from key information on military planning for the Kosovo operation limited its usefulness in developing effective humanitarian contingency planning. The weekly humanitarian SVTS focused on information exchange and routine issues with little if any focus on contingency planning or overall response strategies. While humanitarian officials were not included in sensitive military discussions, they were invited to the twice weekly EXCOMM meetings and, when planning for the air campaign began in full force, attended the daily EXCOMM SVTS and were involved in the preparation of the campaign timelines.

These arrangements were not adequate. There was no humanitarian input into an initial UN resolution that cited the need for FRY registration of all NGOs who operated in Kosovo. Once the NATO campaign commenced and the NSC assumed chairmanship of the EXCOMM
humanitarian sub-group, there was a regular forum to discuss strategic and operational issues related to the humanitarian crisis and the channel major issues to senior officials. However the sub-group, which met daily via SVTS, often became mired in details rather than providing strategic guidance to the participants, undermining its utility at times. Also, daily Deputies' meetings eclipsed the EXCOMM process and humanitarian representatives were no longer regular participants. Instead they were invited only when humanitarian issues were overt agenda items. Once discussion on these items had been completed, humanitarian representatives were asked to excuse themselves. In the larger, overall policy process, numerous discussions on issues directly related to the humanitarian effort were not fully informed; the USG humanitarian community had only weak and intermittent opportunity to provide its perspective on the humanitarian implications of key political/military decisions.

3) In the early phase of the Kosovo crisis, the absence of consistent, high-level humanitarian leadership gave rise to a disturbing perception at the highest levels of the USG that "no one was in charge" of civilian humanitarian policy.

This perception reportedly prompted the President to appeal to the Director of FEMA to become actively engaged in preparing a plan of action for caring for the mass exodus of refugees.

The perception stemmed from senior policymakers' frustration at not getting authoritative, timely answers to urgent informational requests: e.g., on the status of UNHCR plans and actions; on numbers of IDPs and refugees and the level of humanitarian stress they each were experiencing. To some degree, these questions were unanswerable, owing to intelligence gaps. To some degree also, USG civilian humanitarian agencies were insufficiently prepared to answer them. It became apparent that little forward planning had been conducted, including the establishment of prior collaborative arrangements between USG civilian and military agencies.

4) Though UNHCR's performance was strategic to achieving USG policy goals, our management of relations with UNHCR did not yield the desired results during critical periods.

While the U.S. clearly led the NATO military campaign, on humanitarian matters we preferred that UNHCR play the lead role, with the U.S. in a supportive role. To an important degree, this humanitarian calculation served U.S. interests, given UNHCR's mandate and its broad acceptability as the appropriate body to manage international support to refugees. Also, given Congressional criticism of the preponderant USG share of NATO military contributions, a comparable USG lead commitment on humanitarian requirements would likely have complicated our efforts to win Congressional support for the emergency supplemental that addressed, among other things, Kosovo emergency programs.

However, our multilateral humanitarian approach created vulnerabilities. We were deeply reliant on UNHCR's cooperation and performance to achieve our core objectives, versus relying upon our own bilateral efforts. Subject to conflicting guidance from other nations, and struggling with weakened capacities at field and headquarters levels, UNHCR was only partially responsive in
critical periods to U.S. interests. For instance, in the days leading up to the bombing UNHCR did not accede to our appeals to prepare for a major refugee outflow far in excess of UNHCR’s 50,000 person planning figure (admittedly our proposed 300,000 figure still fell far short of eventual demand.) Despite persistent U.S. demarches, UNHCR resisted both NATO’s assumption of a major direct humanitarian assistance role and the replacement of UNHCR’s Macedonia and Albania country directors with senior, seasoned personnel. UNHCR continued to manage Kosovo operations from Sarajevo, again despite our pointed advice that it post a senior regional coordinator into the immediate theater. When UNHCR did send senior personnel, it did so on short-term assignments.

Our frustration in shaping UNHCR’s response to U.S. interests resulted in part from inherent limits to U.S. power: we did not have much choice but to rely heavily upon UNHCR, given our limited direct operational capacities. It stemmed also in part from the lack of a single individual, equipped with all the necessary tools, charged with resolving this problem utilizing whatever means necessary. Consequently, insufficient attention was paid to the erosion of UNHCR headquarters and field capacities and to preparing U.S. contingency plans, should UNHCR have been incapable of fulfilling our expectations. Compounding our approach to UNHCR were unresolved differences between State PRM and USAID BHR over the nature and scope of the problem in our relations with UNHCR.

5) We were not effective in persuading Macedonia that its security concerns and sovereign rights could be reconciled with an effective humanitarian response. This impeded our humanitarian response in both Macedonia and Albania.

In the lead-up to the bombing, Macedonia refused to allow additional refugee camps to be established or relief stocks to be pre-positioned on its territory. It persisted in refusing to agree, in advance, to additional refugees, adhering to a 60,000 person ceiling even as those numbers were exceeded. UNHCR was late to arrive and begin to engage the GOM, and did not act promptly upon U.S. and UK efforts to help UNHCR establish a workable relationship with the GOM. As a result of these factors, UNHCR, NGOs and NATO were not permitted to establish new camps even while it was clear that large numbers of new refugees would shortly arrive at Macedonia’s door. Macedonia kept its border shut at these critical points, trapping thousands in a ‘no-man’s-land.’ Once large numbers of refugees entered Macedonia, we devoted considerable energy to relocating them to third countries, with only partial success.

In retrospect, security concerns and the view of regional experts predominated in USG policy, such that we did not engage the Macedonian Government aggressively and early enough on how to address the impending humanitarian demands without compromising its national security. While humanitarian components within the USG cited the need for a more aggressive posture vis-à-vis the Macedonians in humanitarian forums, they made no effort to push for a shift in policy at more senior levels. Consequently, we found ourselves scrambling with the fall-out from Macedonia’s intransigence, with far less time and energy to deal with Albania’s daunting logistical and infrastructure challenges.
6) Kosovo revealed the high domestic sensitivity to USG crisis response and the need to strengthen our capacity to manage public donations and media interest.

Kosovo stimulated intense media criticism and a sudden surge of popular interest in making private donations to USG-supported relief efforts. Together, these raised pressure upon the White House and Principals to do more, better, and more quickly.

The management of public donations for international humanitarian relief is a function that State and USAID officials freely admit they were inadequately equipped to handle in Kosovo. Under the KCC structure, FEMA was thus assigned the important role of managing public donations and it managed public relations well. However its unfamiliarity with the international NGO community created serious problems when it attempted to create a USG fund to manage private contributions (and cope simultaneously with the huge volume of telephone traffic.) NGOs vehemently opposed the insertion of a US agency between private donors and themselves, and FEMA’s approach shifted to a system of referring citizens to operational NGOs.

Kosovo also revealed that during mega-crisis where the President’s prestige is at stake and media scrutiny is intense, the White House can be expected to designate a special individual or mechanism to handle media, public outreach and coordination of USG civilian and military humanitarian programs. A high level White House official, reflecting on the President’s decision in Kosovo to designate a senior humanitarian coordinator to bring order to the USG humanitarian response, emphasized that a more unified humanitarian leadership of USG civilian humanitarian programs would improve the effectiveness of USG response but not necessarily dull the White House’s desire during future crises to demonstrate its direct control over the USG response.

7) The Kosovo Coordination Council had mixed results.

The KCC was established by the White House one week after the bombing to provide high-level leadership of the humanitarian aspects of the Kosovo crisis. USAID Administrator Brian Atwood was asked to chair the KCC, which included PRMA/S Taft (tasked with managing the civilian response), General McDuffie (tasked with managing the DOD humanitarian response) and FEMA Director James Lee Witt (tasked with managing public donations.)

The KCC arose not through prior policy deliberations but due to intensifying press criticisms at the early stages of the crisis when chaos prevailed; in particular suggestions that NATO bombing was inducing the Kosovar exodus and that the UN and NATO were failing to protect and serve refugee needs. The President reportedly selected Brian Atwood as the White House agent, on account of his known stature, his availability, and his then role as Administrator of USAID. After Atwood retired and the worst of the crisis passed, the White House chose not to pass the assignment on to the Acting USAID Administrator and the KCC quietly ceased to function. In retrospect, given the importance of a successful winterization program to our overall Kosovo policy, it might have been helpful if the White House had designated a successor to Atwood responsible for ensuring the success of this critical program.
The KCC’s major achievements included:

- A single senior authoritative voice was able to manage the press and to articulate USG humanitarian policy to international organizations and other donors, to “bring order out of chaos” as several observers asserted.

- A senior informed Administration figure gained a seat at the Principals’ and Deputies’ meetings.

- A senior-level forum was created that brought together USAID, DOD, State and the NSC to resolve pressing humanitarian issues -- without requiring DC/PC deliberations.

- Information exchange across agencies was improved.

- The humanitarian perspective was brought to DC/PC deliberations on critical issues, and implementation of select high-level policy decisions was expedited: e.g., DOD support to air drops; repair of road to Kukes; reversal of plans to place refugees in the US naval base at Guantanamo, Cuba (GITMO).

- Assigning the NSC-chaired SVTS as the Executive Secretariat to the KCC ensured a direct link between the KCC and the NSC process, as well as a stronger enforcement mechanisms on interagency issues than either USAID or State would have been able to provide.

- Atwood dispatched to the region a senior USAID official as the KCC’s on-the-ground senior liaison. This greatly relieved pressure upon our embassy in Skopje, strengthened coordination with the UN, NATO, and NGOs, and improved the KCC’s grasp of field realities.

The KCC’s shortcomings included:

- It was established during, rather than in advance of, the crisis.

- Its mandate was murky, hence it had a sometimes-ambiguous relationship with the NSC-chaired I WG.

- Its impact on policy formulation was largely marginal: most policy decisions were taken at the daily SVTS or at DC/PC meetings, leaving the KCC to function as an information exchange and a vehicle for discussing implementation of policy decisions made elsewhere.

- It was ad hoc and lacked continuity and follow-through.
• It did not quell discord among USAID, State and FEMA.

• The senior USAID official assigned to the region was unable to devote sufficient time to Albania.

• It often became mired in details (e.g., management of Camp Hope in Albania) versus providing coordinated, strategic leadership. The more detail oriented it became, the more USG agencies viewed the KCC as an unnecessary bureaucratic layer.

8) Kosovo demonstrated the need for more robust direct USG operational capacity, less restrictive security policies, and a more orderly budget process.

Kosovo highlighted the need for a more robust USG operational capacity to handle the nonmilitary aspects of crises such as Kosovo, particularly for humanitarian relief (including protection), and for key civil affairs functions such as police. It also revealed the need for State and USAID to explore establishing a ready reserve of former employees who can be moved quickly into foreign posts and local offices to handle the extraordinary requirements of complex contingency operations. One initial step would be for State and USAID to structure its personnel records so that all people with particular language and other skills and former postings can be readily identified and contacted.

USAID, with the support of PRM, was able to deploy large DARTS quickly to Macedonia and Albania, but faced problems operating under the RSO’s security restrictions. Especially in Albania, USG humanitarian personnel were largely confined to the capital, which constrained our response both inside Albania and soon thereafter inside Kosovo.

Fragmented budget authorities also negatively affected our capacity to implement programs in the most efficient manner. For example, funding shortfalls in the International Disaster Account (IDA) caused by previous needs for Hurricane Mitch forced PRM and OFDA to reach a complicated arrangement in which PRM funds were used for NGO activities in Kosovo normally funded by OFDA. In the weeks before the bombing began, key PRM and OFDA programs staff spent substantial time making this awkward arrangement work, time that would almost certainly have been better spent on planning for possible post-March 24 refugee contingencies.

9) Problem notwithstanding, the U.S. humanitarian effort was critical to the success of U.S. policy in Kosovo.

In late March and early April, the USG’s humanitarian response (and that of other donors and IOs) was confused and ill prepared in several important respects detailed above. Nonetheless, the international community’s response soon recovered. Over the course of the 78-day air war, the U.S. and NATO did not overcome its reluctance to take action on the ground to assist and protect...
imperiled Kosovars. In other important respects the goals of NATO’s humanitarian intervention were realized through the concerted efforts of NATO militaries, donor civilian agencies, and NGOs. The acute suffering of hundreds of thousands of Kosovars expelled into Macedonia and Albania was contained; few, if any, the one million refugees died as a result of inadequate international humanitarian response. After June, the international community assisted substantially in the safe, swift return of refugees to their home areas.

10) Interagency planning for success helped materially in the safe, swift return of refugees to their home areas.

Unlike the situation at the start of the conflict, the end of hostilities was preceded by intensive interagency planning including senior officials. This allowed participants to check assumptions (in particular about the rate of return, and the need for humanitarian assistance through the winter, and deadlines for decisions to winterize refugee camps), make adjustments, and assure senior policymakers that we were ready to succeed.
Annex 2

Hurricane Mitch Case Study

I. Background

Hurricane Mitch devastated Central America in late 1998, causing over 10,000 deaths, displacing hundreds of thousands of people and raising domestic fears of possible mass migration into the U.S. Honduras and Nicaragua were most significantly impacted by the disaster, but there was also substantial damage in El Salvador, Guatemala and Costa Rica. The U.S. response to relief needs was robust, involving military and civilian agencies, and a substantial supplemental was enacted to provide funding for reconstruction. Central American governments also pressed for assistance with temporary protective status, debt relief, and the Caribbean Basin Initiative to help mitigate the impact of the disaster.

The severity of the crisis, its proximity to the U.S. and the large Latino immigrant community in the U.S. resulted in an unprecedented high level of attention to an international natural disaster. Hurricane Mitch seized the attention of the President, senior Cabinet-level officers and Congressional Members in a way that few other humanitarian crises have done. The President, First Lady and Second Lady all traveled to the region, highlighting the disaster and the U.S. response. Domestic agencies that are not normally involved in international disaster response clamored for a role in addressing the crisis. Church and community groups collected large amounts of private donations and sought USG help, often with the backing of Members of Congress and State or city leadership, to transport the commodities to Central America.

Responding to the multiple demands that arose from U.S. domestic political interests became a confusing diversion from the response effort. Moreover, marshalling the good will of the American people into constructive channels presented challenges that U.S. agencies were not prepared to meet. Mitch revealed deficiencies within our international response system when dealing with large-scale crises in general, and particularly one with such high domestic interest. At various stages of the operation, there was some confusion within the interagency, both in Washington and the field, as to who was in charge of overall U.S. efforts. Further, agencies were cautious in their initial needs assessments in spite of the clear devastation, and wary of committing a large share of resources so early in the fiscal year. Also, U.S. agencies were slow in developing media and public outreach strategies and faced major difficulties handling private contributions.

It is important to note that, unlike the other case studies presented in this review, the Mitch response does not highlight issues related to the division of labor between USAID/BHR and State/PRM. As a natural disaster, USAID/BHR's lead civilian response role was uncontested. Mitch does, however, highlight the difficulties of joint civilian/military engagement in disaster response, as well as the complexities surrounding managing the political dimensions of crises, particularly those in regions that are strategically or otherwise important to us.

II. Findings

1) At key stages of the overall response, it was unclear who was in charge of the overall Hurricane Mitch response.

Disaster Relief Stage: As torrential rains continued to inundate Honduras and neighboring countries in Central America, stranding assessment teams and helicopters alike, it became clear, despite lack of precise information, that a disaster of tremendous proportions was unfolding. Senior White House officials quickly advised that the President was very concerned about the evolving crisis and expected a large-scale U.S. response. The NSC formed an interagency working group (IWG) and began coordinating daily SVTS conferences to ensure close civilian-military coordination and to push agencies to engage fully in the response. This IWG became the principal vehicle for coordinating the immediate disaster response effort.

In the field, SOUTHCOM and Joint Task Force Bravo, already based in Soto Cano, Honduras, immediately began rescue and delivery efforts in Honduras at the request of the Embassy and Government of Honduras and with the agreement from USAID/OFDA to fund initial costs. Within several days, it became clear that the military’s efforts would require more resources than OFDA could provide, and the IWG focused on obtaining sufficient justification for a sizeable DOD drawdown request. Within ten days of the storm, the President authorized a drawdown of $30 million in DOD goods and services, which allowed DOD to deploy 1000 military personnel and dozens of helicopters and fixed wing aircraft to support assistance efforts. A further drawdown of $45 million permitted continuation and expansion of DOD efforts. USAID assistance efforts also got underway after the first week and included airlifts of relief supplies and support for water, sanitation, health and agriculture programs. Nevertheless, initial delays in deploying sufficient U.S. military assets or launching a large-scale civilian assistance effort likely contributed to the impression that the U.S. was slow to respond.

At the early stages in the crisis response, despite the NSC Washington-level coordination, it was unclear which operational agency was managing the overall U.S. response. The USAID Administrator, as the President’s Special Coordinator for International Disaster Assistance, provides one option for ensuring high-level interagency leadership in such crises. In the case of Mitch, however, the White House decided early on to designate White House Deputy Chief of Staff Maria Echaveste as lead coordinator, which then-Administrator Brian Atwood took as clear indication that the effort would be run from the White House. The decision to designate Echaveste seemed logical given high domestic interest, her Latino background and standing in the community and her deep involvement in migration and other issues central to the response. Echaveste was closely advised by experienced NSC and OMB staff, as well as by Atwood.

While the designation of Echaveste highlights the White House prerogative to name special coordinators for high profile disaster responses, Mitch illustrates that such designations do not negate the need for day-to-day management of the crisis response by a single operational agency. FEMA provides this capability for domestic disaster response, utilizing a detailed federal response plan as its guide, but the situation becomes even more complicated in an international setting where there are a multitude of actors: the host country, which is responsible for setting the overall requirements, but cannot direct contributions from others and often has limited
capacity to coordinate international assistance efforts; the U.S. Ambassador who plays a critical liaison role with the host government but does not usually have the expertise to coordinate assistance efforts; the USAID Disaster Assistance Response Team; the U.S. military Joint Task Force; and other donors, multilateral and non-governmental organizations seeking to assist. The number of countries affected by Mitch provided further complications.

During the Mitch response, it was not clear which of this range of actors had the overall lead. USAID deployed a Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) with many disaster experts to the region and coordinated closely with both the Embassy and the military Joint Task Force. However, the USAID/DART focused on areas where it was prepared to help and did not seek to produce an overall assessment of need or to shape the parameters of the U.S. military response. USAID/DART did plug into national coordination efforts and worked to enhance these to the extent possible. At the same time, DOD’s Joint Task Force had its own established relationship with national military forces, particularly in Honduras, and used this direct channel to determine ways that it could help. During this stage of the crisis response, no single agency or official perceived that it had the authority or capacity to provide a full, initial assessment of the scope of the disaster or manage the overall U.S. response.

This confusion contributed to initial delays in determining whether a drawdown of DOD goods and services was needed to support the disaster response. Operationally, it prevented agencies from developing and implementing clear response objectives in keeping with an overall U.S. plan. Some valuable time was also wasted as agencies in the field were forced to determine roles and responsibilities and establish relationships and systems unique to the particular circumstances in each of the countries.

**Disaster Reconstruction Stage:** As the initial disaster response came under control, it became clear that a large U.S. reconstruction effort would be needed and that other issues, including temporary protected status (TPS) for Central American immigrants, the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) and debt relief were at stake. Echaveste formed a Central America Task Force to address all issues related to the crisis. Under this structure, the humanitarian IWG continued and additional subgroups were formed, including reconstruction planning (led by USAID), debt relief (led by Treasury), and trade (led by USTR).

Around the same time, the Secretary, recognizing that the disaster could derail the region’s progress towards democracy and realizing that the response could change the nature of our bilateral relationship, asked her Counselor to coordinate the State Department’s efforts with regard to the Hurricane Mitch response. This internal State process, chaired by Wendy Sherman, quickly expanded to include representatives from USAID, DOD, Treasury, HUD, and other agencies as key issues were raised and discussed.

While there was cross-representation between the White House, State Department and USAID forums, including participation of an NSC rep in the State department and USAID meetings and regular communications between Echaveste, Sherman and Atwood, there was also some confusion among agency representatives as to the role of each forum and their role within each forum. Domestic agencies, unfamiliar with the issues involved in international disaster response, and seeking funding from USAID and guidance from State, complicated coordination efforts.
DOD expressed concerns regarding the lack of a formalized PDD-56 process to coordinate the interagency response in Central America, given the range of issues involved. Other senior officials, unaccustomed to PDD-56, questioned the utility of a PDD-56 process for what arguably was not a complex contingency. Further, with leadership focused in the domestic component of the White House rather than with the National Security Adviser, the Principals and Deputies processes were not fully engaged in the Mitch response.

Similar to the confusion during the relief stage, the lack of clarity during this subsequent stage resulted in lots of meetings involving the same set of people and may have contributed to delays in establishing a single plan that laid out the objectives and structure of the U.S. response. While PDD-56 was not the only tool to create a single plan, its pol/mil planning template can provide a useful model. Over time, estimates from the Army Corps of Engineers and satellite imagery from the U.S. Geological Survey filled in observations from the field and permitted development of a comprehensive needs assessment. Using this data, the USAID task force was able to develop a plan for reconstruction and necessary supplemental funding, which was instrumental in justifying to Congress the resources requested.

2) U.S. structural problems and limited civilian resources prevent comprehensive needs assessments

In the week following Hurricane Mitch, there was considerable confusion regarding the extent of the damage and whether the needs exceeded the capacities of civilian agencies to respond. Initially, this confusion was due primarily to the position of the storm, which prevented helicopter assessments. However, even when the weather cleared, it became evident that no single U.S. agency was equipped with the capacity or resources to conduct a quick, comprehensive assessment of the overall needs to form the basis of a U.S. plan of action.

The IWG turned to USAID/OFDA to play this role and to help set the parameters of the emergency response, but OFDA assessments were based on its own limited capacity and resources. This resulted in several days of delay in deploying additional military assets as it was difficult to justify a drawdown of DOD goods and services absent data indicating that the scope of the disaster overwhelmed the capacity of civilian agencies to respond.

This experience highlights that adequately addressing high profile crises requires senior-level decisions, early on, to dedicate high levels of resources to a crisis and to consider the trade-offs of such allocations. By necessity, mid-level managers tend to seek to protect their budgets. This was a real concern for both USAID/OFDA, which had forecast substantial needs for the year for ongoing disaster response efforts in other regions, and for DOD/OSD, which has very limited resources within its Overseas Humanitarian Disaster and Civic Aid (OHDACA) account to address unexpected contingencies. In fact, while both agencies were finally replenished under the supplemental, USAID/OFDA's eventual programming of one-fifth of its budget for the Mitch response forced it to delay funding for other important relief programs until late in the fiscal year. Even worse off was DOD, which fully drained its OHDACA account and was forced to suspend important, ongoing demining and humanitarian support programs. Given current funding allocations, resource constraints will continue to pose similar problems for future disaster responses, particularly those that occur so early in the fiscal year.
Further, while there is no doubt that the U.S. military provides logistical capacity that proves extremely helpful in a disaster response, there are no established guidelines regarding what level of crisis requires use of this important military capacity. Also, there is little to no implementation capacity housed within civilian agencies, forcing continued reliance on the U.S. military for crises where, for domestic or foreign policy reasons, it is important for the U.S. to be seen in action. Despite this, funding in the OHDACA account and the President's 502 (a) drawdown authority of up to $75 million per year for humanitarian or counter narcotic programs provide very limited financial support for military engagement in humanitarian response.

3) U.S. efforts to publicize our assistance efforts are generally inadequate.

Despite the robust nature of our relief efforts, the U.S. received insufficient press attention during the initial weeks of the Hurricane Mitch response and did not effectively engage in efforts to get attention, despite a stated foreign and domestic policy objective to emphasize U.S. Government assistance in the media. In contrast, local and U.S. papers reported extensively on the comparatively minor Mexican assistance effort. The lack of coverage in the media for U.S. assistance became an issue of considerable frustration within the White House, and translated into a stressful domestic situation. Latino communities and their supporters on the Hill pressed the USG to do more at a time when we were already heavily engaged in a robust effort.

While it became clear from Embassy reporting that there was some reluctance within Central America to highlight the U.S. role, Washington agencies also never developed a proactive press strategy for getting the word out. Further, there was no single high-level agency contact designated to play a lead role with the press. A couple weeks into the crisis response, the White House Press Office began to coordinate a daily conference call of agency press personnel. However, this call focused more on information sharing than development or implementation of a press plan.

4) Existing U.S. systems are inadequate for handling contributions from private citizens.

Mitch posed a dilemma for the U.S. Government, as it became clear that many private citizens and Members of Congress expected the government to pay the high transportation costs for privately donated goods. Yet no U.S. agency currently has authority or responsibility for managing private contributions. The outpouring of contributions and support from American citizens quickly overwhelmed the ad-hoc systems that USAID had in place. Across the nation, churches, community groups, supermarkets and individuals organized campaigns to collect canned goods, used clothing and other supplies for delivery to Central America. Many commodities collected were inappropriate and most organizations had not arranged a delivery mechanism for their commodities to or within Central America. Requests to help transport these commodities, often strongly endorsed by Members of Congress and/or other State leadership, began to flow in to various U.S. agencies. State Governors also sought to utilize National Guard assets to transport supplies collected.

This level of local response was unprecedented and U.S. agencies were uncertain whether it was appropriate to take on the role of managing these private contributions and how transportation
costs would be financed. As a result, they were slow to put systems in place to address the need. In late November, USAID initiated public service announcements, launching a 1-800-USAID-RELIEF number, asking Americans to give cash not supplies and directing contributions to active humanitarian organizations. When DOD's Denton Amendment program (which transports privately donated and managed humanitarian and development commodities on a space available basis) proved insufficient to address the transportation needs, DOD dedicated funding and aircraft to move the commodities to Central America. While finally helpful in moving thousands of pounds of privately donated relief supplies and deflecting public criticism, this practice came late, diverted important DOD assets from other purposes and created an expectation that similar mechanisms would be available for future disaster responses.

III. Conclusion

In retrospect, the U.S. should be proud of its response to Hurricane Mitch. We were able to alleviate the suffering of thousands of people during initial civilian and military relief efforts, and obtained approval for an over $700 million reconstruction program that continues in its effort to build a better future for Central Americans. We stemmed what might have been a large population flow, by giving hope to Central Americans, and did not permit the crisis to derail progress towards political reform.

Despite these major accomplishments, U.S. agencies were not prepared for the convergence of domestic and foreign policy interests and issues that emerge from a large-scale disaster response in the Americas. Unfortunately, agencies still do not have all the mechanisms in place to handle such issues in the future.
Annex 3
Sudan Case Study

This case study was prepared by USAID’s Bureau for Humanitarian Response (BHR), in consultation with Department of State and National Security Council staff. It is based on extensive interviews with officers from USAID and DOS as well as with representatives from the U.S. Private Voluntary Organization (PVO) community.

I. Background

The nature of the crisis in Sudan and the international humanitarian response to it offers fertile ground for this review for a number of reasons:

-- The magnitude of the crisis is staggering.

For years, Sudan has had the largest displaced population in the world, numbering some 4.5 million. There are also an estimated 182,000 Sudanese refugees in six neighboring countries. The conflict, which pits a largely animist and Christian south against a Muslim north, has generated heavy casualties. The U.S. Committee for Refugees puts the number of dead at some 1.9 million since the war recommenced in 1983; that is, one in every five southern Sudanese has died because of the civil war. Prospects for peace remain dim, with major obstacles relating to the right of self-determination for the south and the separation of religion and state.

-- The international community has a unique relief response system in Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS), ongoing for eleven years now.

OLS was groundbreaking in that it “persuaded the warring parties to commit themselves publicly to the principle that all civilians have a right to humanitarian assistance wherever they happen to be located, and that access to them must be assured.”

Despite this, all parties have committed egregious violations of basic humanitarian principles over the years, raising thorny policy questions related to unfettered access to vulnerable groups, diversion of relief aid for military purposes, and the value of OLS as a system of relief. OLS relief activities are coordinated by UNICEF and logistics operations handled by UN World Food Program. The U.S. played a major role in the creation of OLS and continues to be heavily engaged in OLS-related issues.

-- The operational challenges in Sudan are extreme.

The communication and transportation infrastructure, minimal to start with, has been destroyed. Institutional capacity in the south is almost negligible. Basic health/sanitation and educational services are either inadequate or non-existent for most southern Sudanese. The majority of the rural poor in the south have no access to safe water. In


the north, operational challenges include difficult negotiations with the Sudanese government on assisting displaced southerners in the north. Weather conditions can be harsh, with flooding, drought and pest infestation occurring regularly.

-- The U.S. humanitarian response in Sudan is the longest, sustained humanitarian response being reviewed among these Case Studies.

Its provision of food and non-food aid to both war affected populations inside Sudan and refugees in neighboring countries is motivated by a humanitarian impulse to save lives and reduce suffering, a U.S. foreign policy objective widely embraced by the American public. Its efforts are also driven by concerns that large population flows resulting from war-related migration could destabilize the region.

-- The cost of this response for the U.S. taxpayer is enormous.

Since the war recommenced in 1983, the U.S. has spent over $1 billion in humanitarian relief for Sudan. The U.S. is by far the lead donor in the relief effort.

-- Recent controversy over U.S. humanitarian policy towards Sudan dramatically illustrates the costly consequences of not including an authoritative humanitarian voice in foreign policy deliberations.

In late November, 1999 a controversy broke out in the press over internal USG rifts over the possible provision of food aid to Sudanese rebels, as that option became possible following the passage in Congress of authorizing legislation. In the previous months, as efforts had moved ahead within the Administration to achieve this major shift in USG humanitarian policy, PRM and BHR humanitarian officials opposed to relief to armed combatants were initially not included in policy deliberations. Internal policy memoranda outlining the proposed policy change failed to address its full implications for USG humanitarian interests.

II. Key Findings of this Case Study

With more than a decade of humanitarian relief experience in Sudan, U.S. government staff and PVO representatives feel that the current U.S. structure responds quite well to the operational requirements of relief delivery in Sudan. Crisis response in Sudan has become routine over the years since the inception of OLS. A strong USAID-based Sudan Field Office and a State Department refugee coordinator work in cooperation with the Nairobi-based Embassy staff to monitor U.S.-funded programs and feed critical information about relief requirements back to Washington staff, where major policy and funding decisions are made. Assistance to war-affected populations inside Sudan and assistance to refugee populations in neighboring countries are handled by USAID/BHR and State/PRM, respectively. Lines of authority are by and large clear for day to day issues relating to both food and non food aid. (See Annex II for a more detailed discussion of "who does what" in the U.S. Government with regard to Sudan relief.)
USAID and DOS staff describe internal U.S. government coordination on Sudan as “ad hoc” and on an “as needed” basis. Despite this, they consider it sufficient to deal with day to day issues. PVOs note few problems with engaging the U.S. on operational issues and credit U.S. humanitarian relief strategy, with its emphasis on supporting livelihoods and enhancing local capacity, as an innovative attempt to deal with the difficult and longstanding Sudan crisis.

Important policy issues with respect to U.S. humanitarian response in Sudan were raised, however, both by DOS and USAID staff, and by PVOs interviewed for this Case Study. The concerns they describe relate to the nature of the link between U.S. humanitarian action and broader U.S. diplomatic approaches to Sudan. They are presented below.

1) Both the PVO community and some USAID and DOS humanitarian officers perceive that the level of U.S. political commitment to finding peace in Sudan is not in sync with the level of U.S. humanitarian concern and the over $1 billion of relief resources committed.

As the war has dragged on, humanitarians perceive that the U.S. is using relief as a substitute for addressing the more fundamental questions of war and peace. The PVO community recently met with the Secretary of State to express their concern in this regard. Joint, groundbreaking PVO statements at the United Nations last year expressed a similar theme, calling for renewed political efforts to address the root causes of war and reminding the UN Security Council and Member States that humanitarian aid “is vital—but not enough.”

Some opine that the “routinization” of the Sudan crisis within the bureaucracy, and the effective mid-level systems in place to deal with humanitarian response may facilitate this “substitution effect” by keeping humanitarian issues out of the headlines and making the war easier to ignore. Senior managers are thus able to focus attention elsewhere and Sudan stays on the “back burner” within the bureaucracy. The “business as usual” approach to Sudan belies the extreme nature of the crisis.

The U.S.’ larger foreign policy interests in Sudan and elsewhere in the world also complicate the U.S. response to the war. Sudan figures largely in our Middle East as well as Africa foreign policy. In addition, its sponsorship of international terrorism, destabilization of neighboring states, and systematic violation of human rights, including the use of torture, religious persecution, slavery and forced imposition of Sharia law on Sudanese throughout the country, all preclude a singular focus on the war and the “humanitarian” aspects of our Sudan policy. In addition, senior policymakers must address high priority national security interests in Europe, the Middle East and elsewhere that arguably merit greater attention.

2) The U.S. government does not speak with one voice on Sudan policy.

The PVO representatives interviewed for this Case Study identified clearly different “camps” both within the Administration and on Capitol Hill with regard to how to address the longstanding conflict in Sudan. (Those divisions are mirrored in the PVO community itself.) They hear different perspectives on whether the U.S. Government should continue to minimize contact with the Government of Sudan, or constructively engage with the GOS in order to more effectively press for a negotiated settlement. And different opinions as to whether more
substantial assistance to rebel movements would engender a balance of power shift and allow a military victory for the south, or simply prolong the war and create further suffering. Other policy debates relate to the effectiveness of IGAD as the leader of the peace process (in light of its failure to sustain progress in recent years, and the impact of the Ethiopia-Eritrea war on the institution); and how the U.S. can seriously engage in the peace dialogue if its approach is perceived as partisan. Some of those interviewed questioned the relationship between the U.S.' aggressive and prolonged humanitarian action and larger U.S. foreign policy goals. Depending on their interpretation of U.S. objectives, observers suggested that the relationship was, at best, unclear, and at worst, contradictory.

3) Staff engaged on humanitarian issues are not present at key points in our foreign policy decision-making process on Sudan. This Case Study suggests that humanitarian officers have/had:

- Inadequate input to foreign policy debates over possible provision of foreign aid to Sudanese rebels
- No input on the decision to close the US embassy in Khartoum, which damages the U.S.' ability to effectively engage the Sudanese government on key issues of humanitarian concern
- Limited input on U.S. policy relating to how best to engage the government of Sudan, rebel movements and the front line states on issues of war and peace
- No input on the implications of a U.S. decision to bomb Khartoum in 1998, which had potentially dangerous results for USAID and US PVO representatives in Khartoum, and a negative impact on the aid program

Clearly, humanitarian actors within the U.S. play only supporting, relatively minor roles in the larger U.S. Government dialogue on Sudan. While humanitarian officials would not expect to lead on many of these issues, PVOs and some U.S. government staff expressed a fear that the US will fail to fully consider the humanitarian implications of new policy directions, absent input from the humanitarian community. PVOs are especially concerned that any policy decision leading to non-lethal, humanitarian-type assistance to rebel groups will jeopardize relief efforts for the most vulnerable groups in the north and the south, further complicate their relationship with the Government of Sudan (for those working in government-held areas), and place their staff at risk.

4) Lines of authority and accountability within the U.S. for some key humanitarian issues related to Sudan remain unclear. Some examples include:

a) The reform and revitalization of OLS

OLS’s inability to effectively address issues related to access to vulnerable groups has been cause for concern. Lack of access was identified by USAID as a contributing factor to the 1988 famine. While a US Action Plan called for aggressive efforts at UN/OLS reform, it was unclear to those interviewed for this Case Study how to make this happen. Should the State Department or USAID be in the lead? Is it a UN reform question or a regional, Sudan-specific one? What Agency and what level of staff in that Agency have the authority to engage other donors, the UN

and the Sudanese government and rebel movements on this question? No steps have been taken on this important issue, even as access issues again loom as a cause for concern in southern Sudan.

(At key points in time in the last decade, USAID/BHR senior managers took aggressive actions on similar issues. The OFDA Director was the predominant US actor engaged in the creation of OLS. Later, the BHR Assistant Administrator engaged the Sudanese government on critical issues related to the Khartoum displaced. Force of personality and access to key White House and State Department staff were critical to their success.)

b) Implementation of multi-agency plans

There have been a few key inter-agency coordination exercises in recent years, resulting in a US Integrated Strategic Plan for Sudan and an Action Plan in response to the 1988 famine. While these exercises were extremely beneficial for strategy development and coordination, there is no one person or office responsible for ensuring that the plans are fully implemented—or accountable if the plans are not implemented. While USAID/BHR was the primary drafter of both documents, it does not “track” the fulfillment of tasks assigned to State and NSC under the plan, as they are crucial to the overall strategy, nor does it have authority to “task” those entities with follow up actions.

c) Resolving disagreements

Similarly, there is no person or office that addresses disagreements among various offices engaged in relief. State/PRM and BHR/FFP, for example, sometimes have differences of opinion regarding food requirements for refugee populations, (including Sudanese refugees in Kenya.) While they periodically sit down to review refugee food requirements and discuss policy issues, they simply “agree to disagree” on certain issues, leaving policy issues unresolved. In 1997, State/PRM and BHR also disagreed over whether UNHCR should provide resettlement packages to refugees returning spontaneously to southern Sudan. (BHR was assisting the same population on the Sudan side of the border.)

The USAID/State disagreements on these points reflect the complexity of the situation on the ground and the differing perspectives of their UN (and sometimes NGO) counterparts. It must be noted that a U.S. consensus probably would not translate into a consolidated UN point of view, or necessarily resolve differences in the field. That said, it is easy to envision the need for closer State/PRM-USAID/BHR collaboration and, by extension, potentially more policy differences, should large scale repatriation of Sudanese refugees occur. Since neither entity has operational authority over the other, the question remains as to what mechanisms would be used to ensure coordination and resolve those differences.

d) Effective use of the media

With regard to media strategy, there is also some uncertainty as to which Agency has lead responsibility for ensuring effective use of the press. While the State Department has the lead on issuing press statements on such critical issues as access for relief groups and diversion of aid.
they usually do so at the request of USAID staff who are monitoring relief efforts. Press statements are issued unevenly (e.g., for some access problems but not for others) and less than optimally to highlight issues of humanitarian concern.

(Note: USAID/BHR/OFDA once had a full time press officer and regular, direct contact with Washington-based reporters. With the incorporation of OFDA into a larger USAID Bureau, press duties were absorbed into the larger portfolio of USAID's Legislative and Public Affairs Bureau. In a recent reorganization, USAID's press office was merged with the State Department Bureau of Public Affairs.)

III. Conclusions

For the purposes of this review, the Sudan Case Study findings suggest that humanitarian concerns are not adequately integrated into other U.S. foreign policy deliberations on Sudan. A related point is that the impact of our larger Sudan foreign policy strategy on humanitarian programs is not fully articulated or considered at the senior levels of the Administration. Finally, while day to day operational lines of authority are not problematic, the system does not clearly address policy differences among various, autonomous units with different but inter-related responsibilities. No one person or office is accountable for the effective coordination or implementation of the many operational and diplomatic aspects of our humanitarian strategy.

Addendum-
Current Roles and Responsibilities

In general, all of those interviewed for this Case Study found roles and responsibilities of the various offices to be clear, with very little, if any, confusion about “who does what.”

Eleven years since the inception of OLS, the Bureau for Humanitarian Response, Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (BHR/OFDA) continues to play a leadership role with regard to U.S. humanitarian response in Sudan, working closely with its sister office, the Office of Food for Peace (BHR/FFP). BHR/OFDA continues to take the lead on most implementation issues related to the relief effort and provides its non-food relief grants to UN agencies and Private Voluntary Organizations (PVOs). FFP provides food aid and Internal Transport Storage and Handling (ITSH) to the UN World Food Program and PVOs and has the lead regarding policy issues related to WFP. Working in concert with BHR/OFDA and BHR/FFP is the Nairobi-based USAID Sudan Field Office. The SFO has the lead U.S. government humanitarian role in the field, overseeing and monitoring grants activities, providing analysis of the current humanitarian situation and taking the lead in the field with regard to policy issues surrounding OLS and relief operations in general.²

² In recent years, OFDA and FFP have begun to fund a significantly larger number of relief groups working outside the OLS umbrella, an important policy shift which reflects concern regarding the current effectiveness of OLS.
³ This office was originally staffed solely by OFDA U.S. Personal Services Contractors. With the closure of USAID/Khartoum, the SFO was formally incorporated into USAID's Nairobi-based Regional and Economic Development Support Office (REDSO).
The State Department Africa Bureau sets the U.S. foreign policy direction for Sudan, in consultation with the National Security Council. It engages on humanitarian issues, but only on an as-needed basis. It usually reacts in response to crises such as a government imposed flight ban or government or rebel diversion of food aid. It uses any number of fora to address these issues, including meetings with Sudanese government or rebel group representatives, the IGAD Partners Forum, and the UN Security Council, as well as through official U.S. press statements. The State Department takes the lead on peace process issues, which are of keen interest to humanitarian actors.

In 1996 the U.S. suspended its diplomatic presence in Khartoum for security reasons. Some U.S. humanitarian officers believe this has had a significant negative effect on U.S. relief operations, limiting our access to key Sudan interlocutors. Nonetheless, a strong relationship remains with the Embassy Khartoum Office at the U.S. Embassy in Nairobi. Currently co-located with the SFO, officers attend UN/OLS meetings regularly with SFO staff and engage on key issues such as flight bans by warring parties. The SFO and Embassy often send in joint cables related to relief.

The State Department Bureau for Population Refugees and Migration supports UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) activities to assist refugees hosted by Sudan from neighboring countries. In addition, it provides funding to UNHCR to protect and assist Sudanese refugees who have fled to neighboring countries. PRM also provides funding to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) for activities worldwide, including Sudan (ICRC operates independently of the OLS structure.) State/PRM has a Nairobi-based regional refugee coordinator monitoring refugee programs in the region.

The status of USAID/Khartoum has varied over the years. While USAID development activities shut down and the Mission closed in 1989, a small number of USAID-funded staff have remained in place to monitor and report on key relief activities. Following the U.S. strike against Sudan’s el-Shifa factory in August 1998, USAID/BHR’s U.S. Personal Services Contractor was evacuated, hindering USAID oversight functions. A small number of USAID OE-funded foreign service nationals still perform monitoring duties.

The USAID Africa Bureau and the Nairobi-based SFO have responsibility for the planning and implementation of a capacity building program in opposition-held areas of Sudan. Funded through the Agency’s Greater Horn of Africa Initiative (with Development Assistance resources), it is known as the Sudan Transition Assistance for Rehabilitation (STAR) program.

BHR’s Office of Transition Initiatives has no operational role in either the relief or development programs, but continues to monitor the situation and has drafted a report that begins to consider U.S. assistance options in a post-conflict environment. It funds a GHAI officer that serves as a liaison between State and USAID staff, and has supported other State Department-led efforts to revitalize the peace process.

The National Security Council works with the State Department in setting overall Sudan policy. It has historically played a small role in Sudan relief operations over the last decade, although they have engaged when there are “spikes” in the crisis, ensuring an inter-agency dialogue on the
U.S. government response. During the 1996-98 period, NSC attention was more sustained, (largely attributed to strong personal interests on the part of some NSC Africa staff during this time.) USAID's initiation of a new capacity building program with USAID development funds during this timeframe is widely attributed to the desire of NSC staff to see this undertaken. (It is one clear instance where USAID program decision was directed by another part of the US government.)

It is worth noting that the roles and responsibilities of many of the USAID and State Department actors were laid out in a document cleared by all involved parties during a 1996 Nairobi-based strategy exercise that resulted in a U.S. Integrated Strategic Plan for Sudan. This is somewhat unusual and, in part, reflects the multi-year nature of the crisis. This document is available from USAID/BHR.
Annex 4

Afghanistan Case Study

Prior to the Soviet invasion in 1979, Afghanistan was already one of the world’s most impoverished states, ranking among the lowest in indicators such as life expectancy and literacy. After a decade of foreign occupation followed by another ten years of internecine warfare, protracted and large-scale displacement, and episodic natural disasters, there is little chance that a legitimate government will be established in the foreseeable future. If a national government does emerge, it will have to contend with the power of regional warlords while finding itself with few allies in the international arena. The country continues to be highly dependent on international aid to meet the most rudimentary needs of a large segment of the population; concurrently, vulnerable individuals’ access to aid and aid organizations’ access to the affected population is sometimes severely restricted by local authorities. Security for all Westerners, especially Americans, is especially hazardous in the wake of the airstrikes against Usama Bin Laden’s training camps in August 1998. As resources devoted to this ongoing, complex humanitarian emergency continue to be limited, the international community must assess not only the impact of its assistance, but also the effectiveness with which it is delivered.

Over time, the Afghan crisis has raised several compelling policy and coordination challenges: intensive debate over the appropriate level of human rights conditionality on relief; engagement with the Taliban authorities; security of staff; and the constraints on effective monitoring of projects in the field. This case study examines how the USG, namely the Department of State and USAID, has managed its humanitarian policy and operations in Afghanistan over the past decade, highlighting the lessons learned in the Afghan context for future State and USAID humanitarian operations. This study is based on an overview of State and USAID documents since the early 90s as well as discussions with State, AID, UN, and NGO representatives with extensive experience in the region.

This case study brings to light several “lessons learned” from the USG experience in Afghanistan which may inform further discussions on the effectiveness of State and AID’s humanitarian assistance programs elsewhere. Foremost among these lessons is that ad hoc coordination works when there is consensus among the different USG actors, however, it does not prevent unilateral decision-making nor does it easily provide the means by which policy disputes can be resolved. Moreover, while State/PRM is predominantly involved in the country at the present time, AID must remain engaged should the environment become more conducive to greater, more active involvement in the future. Finally, bifurcated funding dilutes the USG’s potency to influence decision-making among other donors and may encourage partners to play USG agencies against each other.

Structure of the International Assistance Community

Over the years, the complex crisis in Afghanistan has begotten an equally elaborate set of relationships among organizations and individuals which must respond to the demands of regional governments, international donors, UN agencies, international and local NGOs, local...
authorities, and the beneficiaries themselves. Under the authority of a UNSYG Special Envoy for Afghanistan, the UN Office for Coordination for Humanitarian Assistance in Afghanistan (UNOCHA) is responsible for coordinating the assistance of the myriad UN agencies via coordination initiatives such as Principled Common Programming, liaising with the assistance community, and serving as the secretariat for the Consolidated Interagency Appeal for Afghanistan. Despite this complexity, the main liaison with the USG in terms of humanitarian assistance is the Refugee Coordinator in Islamabad.

State and USAID's Afghan Assistance Programs

The Department of State and USAID have been providing humanitarian assistance to Afghans for more than two decades, although the presence and programs of these two agencies has varied considerably during that time. After the Marxist coup of the Daoud regime in April 1978, relations between the US and Afghanistan rapidly deteriorated. US bilateral assistance to the country was reduced significantly after the murder of US Ambassador to Afghanistan Adolph Dubs in February 1979. Remaining direct bilateral assistance agreements were terminated after the Soviet invasion in December of that year, although the State Department maintained minimal presence in the country until the closure of Embassy Kabul in January 1989.

After the Soviet invasion, USG agencies previously active in Afghanistan maintained cross-border operations and monitoring from Pakistan. Most significant of these operations was USAID's large cross-border assistance programs begun in 1984 in support of the war-affected in Afghanistan. The cross-border mission operated alongside but separate from AID's Pakistan mission. Both missions were abruptly terminated in 1993/94, the cross-border mission due to the renewal of warfare in Kabul in 1992, and the latter because of Pressler amendment restrictions banning aid to Pakistan because of continued production of weapons-grade uranium. Other factors also affected the closure of AID missions in the region. At that time, there was no precedent to fund programs of this scale in a country where AID did not have a presence. With the closure of the Pakistan mission, there would not even be a neighboring mission from which to monitor Afghan operations. Therefore, AID's implementing partners were notified that the mission would close in six months and its funding would cease at that time. As a result, many NGOs cut back their programs inside Afghanistan or turned to PRM for funding. Consequently, PRM found itself fielding proposals for activities in sectors in which it had little previous experience. PRM's field presence was established shortly thereafter with the Refugee Coordinator position based in Embassy Islamabad.

With the completion of the Soviet withdrawal in 1989 and installation of an Afghan interim administration in April 1992, multilateral and bilateral donors, including the USG, began to scale back care and maintenance programs for Afghans in exile, focusing resources on transitional assistance inside Afghanistan instead. However, conflict persisted throughout the country, slowing the pace of refugee repatriation. Moreover, the advent of the Taliban caused new displacements of people fleeing repressive policies against women and ethnic minorities.

At present, State Department humanitarian assistance for Afghans comes from several bureaus: Political-Military Affairs (PM) for demining, International Narcotics and Law Enforcement
Affairs (INL) for counter-narcotics, International Organizations (IO) to support UNOCHA's coordination role. Democracy, Human Rights and Labor (DRL) and more recently, the President's Interagency Council on Women (PICW). The majority of State's humanitarian assistance, however, is through the Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration (PRM). PRM's support for refugees is generally through multilateral organizations, namely UNHCR, as well as a handful of NGOs; assistance for conflict victims inside Afghanistan is generally through ICRC. Since 1995, PRM has provided some $35 million in assistance specifically to Afghans through NGOs and almost $92 million for UNHCR, ICRC, and other international organizations in the region. Because of continuing conflict and new displacements since 1998, PRM has increased its support for Afghan refugee assistance programs in Pakistan, renewing previous NGO agreements and funding new camp projects. The focus of these new programs has been on health and education for women and girls.

PRM's presence in the region is through the Refugee Coordinator position in Islamabad. The RefCoord monitors and reports on developments within the assistance sphere in South Asia, represents the USG at meetings of the assistance community, and oversees PRM-funded assistance and admissions programs in the region. The RefCoord has also become the informal focal point in the field for the USG's humanitarian assistance in the region. AID coordinates closely with the RefCoord to inform their funding decisions and AID reps and the RefCoord have undertaken several joint monitoring missions in the past several years. Deployment of OFDA's Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) in recent natural disasters has also been closely coordinated with PRM's RefCoord.

Since 1991, AID has provided $16.2 million in emergency assistance to IOs and NGOs through the Bureau of Humanitarian Response's Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA). This funding has generally been for food assistance through WFP, NGO projects within Afghanistan, disaster preparedness activities for ICRC and IFRC, and disaster assistance to UNOCHA. In addition to OFDA, since 1991, AID/BHR's Food for Peace (FFP) program has provided over $111 million of food aid through WFP and U.S. PVOs for both Afghan refugees in Pakistan and humanitarian programs inside Afghanistan. Since the closure of their missions in Pakistan in 1993/94, USAID has monitored its assistance programs largely by BHR personnel on TDY and with input from the RefCoord.

**Issues Affecting Delivery of USG Assistance in Afghanistan**

During the course of this study, key players in the arena of Afghan assistance have been asked about the real and perceived differences between State and AID's coordination of policies and funding in Afghanistan. In Washington, interagency coordination over the past several years has been active but ad hoc. Lacking a formal authority to decide policy in the region, the relevant actors -- State/SA, PRM, INL, PM, S/PICW and AID/ BHR (FFP and OFDA) -- meet to try to reach consensus on issues as needed. DOD involvement has occurred only in a comparatively few cases, mostly earlier this decade, where excess DOD property has been transferred to humanitarian agencies in Pakistan in addition to some support of the cross-border operations. NSC participation in these meetings has also been limited in recent years. These interagency
meetings have become more regular in the last two years in response to the semi-annual gathering of donors' Afghan Support Group.

While ad hoc, by all accounts these informal meetings have nevertheless been quite effective, perhaps in part because of the lack of a defined decision-making structure. As one USG official commented, "I think a good argument can be made for diffusion of decision-making authority as a classic check/balance that we value so highly in our notion of public policy. If 'political' considerations formally overrode 'humanitarian' ones, [humanitarian actors] would be up in arms and vice-versa." On Afghan issues, there seems to be a high degree of consensus among State and AID, as well as between geographic and functional bureaus, on which perspective - political or humanitarian - takes precedence on specific policy questions, neither perspective dominating all decisions.

This consensual approach worked well in determining the USG's policy about engagement in Afghan assistance. The Taliban's repressive treatment of women and girls has raised debate between humanitarian aid and human rights groups. The former often arguing that aid must be delivered despite the proximity of the Taliban; the latter countering that aid should be conditioned on women's equal access to that aid. State (PRM, SA), USAID, and the President's Interagency Council on Women (PICW) worked together to forge a consensus and submit a joint memo to the Secretary recommending that principled assistance be maintained according to the UN's Common Program.

After approval of that memo, the discourse was able to progress beyond whether to provide assistance to the more difficult question of what kind of assistance should be provided.

Consensus, however, has not always been achievable and the absence of a unified, empowered humanitarian leadership structure made it difficult to resolve disputes, ensure policy consistency, and guard against unilateral decisions. An illustration of this has been the ongoing dispute regarding WFP's strict adherence to the UN's gender guidelines on program implementation in Afghanistan. WFP has maintained that the gender guidelines prescribe Food for Work projects unless women are equal participants in such projects rather than equal beneficiaries. There were significant differences of view on this issue within State and AID. State/PRM and AID/OFDA staff in Washington and in the field felt this policy was too rigid, resulting in a cutoff of rural agricultural infrastructure programs that significantly benefited women and children. AID/BHR management and, to some extent, S/PICW, believed WFP Executive Director Bertini deserved the benefit of the doubt in her analysis of this issue and the USG should not seek to change WFP policy that, whether or not effective in practice, was based on gender equity principles the U.S. supported. In the absence of any consensus, PRM Assistant Secretary Julia Taft went ahead and pressed WFP Executive Director Catherine Bertini to revise WFP's policy in line with other UN agencies. AID disagreed and supported Bertini's efforts to push a firm line among UN agencies, some of which AID viewed as only paying lip service to gender equity principles. Efforts to resolve this issue at a higher level did not really resolve the core question, although it did achieve a "least common denominator" consensus on broad principles. For nearly two years, WFP thus continued to press a policy most USG experts felt was at variance with how other UN agencies were implementing gender sensitive programming in Afghanistan. Recently, however, WFP has
appointed a new country director for Afghanistan and rearticulated an approach to food aid in Afghanistan, which is broadly supported by other donors and UN agencies.

Informal coordination also makes it difficult to ensure consistency and guard against unilateral policy decisions. USAID’s closure of their Pakistan missions is illustrative of this hazard. During the course of this study, American NGOs expressed frustration regarding the closure of the AID missions in the early 90s and subsequent drop in funding for cross-border operations. Although closure of the mission was Congressionally mandated, there was no interagency discussion about how this would impact other USG programs, non-USG partners, nor the beneficiaries themselves. Impact on beneficiaries was especially critical according to Randy Martin, director of IRC’s extensive programs in Afghanistan in the 90’s. AID’s programs were instrumental in supporting the fledgling civil society in the country. Martin asserts that withdrawal of that support left the country with little defense against fundamentalists later. On the issue of State/AID coordination, Martin noted that while he rarely found instances where State and AID worked at cross-purposes, neither did he see much evidence that they actively coordinated their activities.

It may also be instructive to compare the two agencies resources for Afghanistan during the past two decades. While the overall level of PRM’s funding has fluctuated somewhat, the Bureau has consistently supported assistance to Afghanistan mainly through multilateral organizations, regardless of how Afghanistan has ranked on the scale of US national interest over the years. Lacking even the minimal political or economic stability on which development programs can be based, AID’s funding has been more variable, reflecting the more targeted, bilateral nature of AID’s emergency response. In relying more heavily on US PVOs, AID assistance is more vulnerable to security threats to Americans.

During the course of this study, some have asked about the implications of the difference between PRM’s and AID’s funding mechanisms, i.e., whether PRM will become more active in failed or highly insecure states because of the predominance of their IO funding.

Finally, some USG personnel that represent US policy in donor fora have expressed frustration that bifurcated USG funding dilutes the impact of USG influence among the international community, i.e., getting “less bang for the buck” in leveraging influence among other donors and in public relations. Among the NGO community, however, this has not been seen as a significant problem. Several NGOs have noted that having two separate donors is beneficial as it increases their funding opportunities.

Lessons Learned

In summary, a number of “lessons learned” have emerged from the USG experience in Afghanistan which may inform further discussions on the effectiveness of State and AID’s humanitarian assistance programs elsewhere:
• Ad hoc coordination within the USG works when there are no divisive policy decisions and when policy decisions remain in a non-controversial zone where consensus can be achieved through working-level exchanges. This approach failed for a time in trying to forge a USG policy vis-à-vis WFP’s Food for Work program. Informal interagency coordination is not effective in ensuring that decisions that may impact other USG operations are not taken unilaterally, as in the case of the closure of AID’s Pakistan and cross-border missions.

• State-AID coordination in the field has been quite good, perhaps largely because of the presence of a single agency – PRM – in the field, but also because of good personal working relationships in Washington and in the field.

• Because of the multilateral nature of its funding, PRM can more easily provide assistance in a failed state situation such as Afghanistan through support to international organizations. Lacking adequate security for its PVO implementing partners, AID’s opportunities to provide transitional relief-to-development assistance have been limited, although it can provide food aid through WFP and valuable cross-border assistance if necessary. Despite the current preponderance of assistance from PRM in Afghanistan, it is important that PRM coordinate with AID to lay the groundwork for transition (and perhaps eventually development) assistance should the environment become more conducive to greater USG involvement in the future.

Most of the assistance community generally views PRM and AID as two separate donors with different priorities and procedures, and most importantly, with separate “pots of money.” While this is not generally perceived to be a problem outside the USG, the possibility of two different sets of priorities and policies between State and AID may dilute the USG’s potency to influence policy-making among the international community and encourages NGOs to play one agency against the other. At times, this may make it appear as if the USG has no strategy or single policy in the country.
Annex 6

Enhancing Donor Coordination

Most of the world's major humanitarian donors have their entire humanitarian assistance operation sited in a single organization. The U.S. Government has not done this. The division of responsibilities between State/PRM and USAID/BHR is a notable exception that complicates coordination with other donors and implementation of U.S. programs in the field. The US is still a leading player in donor coordination activities because of the sheer size and intensity of its humanitarian assistance programs. But, as the head of the UK's Humanitarian Aid Division recently told our Embassy in London, "the fragmented USG structures for delivering humanitarian assistance deprive the United States of the policy influence it should have on humanitarian assistance issues."

There are five venues for multilateral humanitarian assistance donor coordination. One is the formal governing boards of the major international organizations in the field (UNHCR, UNICEF, UNRWA, WFP, and IOM). Second, are the informal donor coordination mechanisms for those multilateral organizations without formal mechanisms for donor input (ICRC, OCHA, IFRC). Third are the formal bodies that deal with broad multilateral coordination of development assistance, but have relatively weak specialized mechanisms for dealing specifically with humanitarian assistance (ECOSOC, OECD DAC). Fourth, are the numerous "Friends" groups that have developed around specific country situations or humanitarian issues to try to improve coordination of humanitarian and other post-conflict assistance programs. Fifth is field-level coordination among donor representatives in countries with ongoing humanitarian assistance programs.

The current USG humanitarian assistance structure deals most effectively with the first type of donor coordination (formal governing boards), which are static or declining in importance. It is, however, weakest in assigning leadership responsibility with regard to fourth type of informal "country-specific" donor coordination mechanisms, which are growing in importance, particularly with regard to situations where there is no in-country U.S. presence such as Sudan and Afghanistan. Donor coordination in the area of transition assistance is even more difficult since there are very few fora specifically devoted to this new area of international activity.

The U.S. system does a fairly good job of ensuring effective leadership with regard to any particular international organization governing board. State/PRM has clear primacy in dealing with UNHCR, UNRWA, and IOM; USAID/BHR/FP takes the lead on WFP, and State/IO represents the USG with UNICEF. However, the division of responsibility between State/PRM, USAID/BHR and State/IO for representing the US in these different governing bodies weakens USG efforts to coordinate policy between governing boards.

The U.S. also does not face major problems with field level coordination since, in most cases, the number of USG staff dedicated to humanitarian and transition activities in any single location is limited and they have generally worked well together, even when different agencies are
involved. Additional discrete measures proposed in this report would further strengthen field coordination between USG agencies.

The USG is weakest in dealing with the informal donor coordination mechanisms, such as the various “Friends” groups and coordination with OCHA. The result is often ad hoc decision making and excessive growth of US delegation size to such informal coordination meetings so all agencies/bureaus can ensure “their” interests are represented. Often, one of the first items on the USG “to do” list for these informal meetings is to ask for an increase in the number of seats we have in the meeting room in order to accommodate our large and bureaucratically diverse delegations. In extreme cases (such as some meetings on aid to Bosnia and Kosovo) the NSC even has to chair a meeting just to decide which agencies will be part of the delegation and who will lead.

There are two reasons for these problems. First, other donors and organizations organizing such informal meetings are often unsure which organization within the USG is the appropriate point of contact for a particular donor coordination initiative. Second, the USG itself lacks effective internal mechanisms for resolving the leadership question on such informal humanitarian assistance coordinating structures.

The USG structure is also inadequate for resolving policy differences that arise from informal multilateral coordination structures. For example, there was a difference of opinion between USAID/FP and STATE/PRM with regard to food aid and gender equality that arose from the Afghan Support Group (ASG), a multilateral informal donor coordination mechanism. While both sides of the dispute had merit, the real problem is that the current structure has, at best, ad hoc mechanisms for resolving these interagency disagreements. The result is a lack of clarity on the U.S. position on such issues. Moreover, it can encourage intra-USG bureaucratic rivalry that occasionally spills over into international meetings, exposing our differences to other donors and correspondingly weakening our influence.

The relative weakness of the USG structure for coherently managing participation in these informal donor coordination mechanisms does not bode well for the future. The current trend is for these informal groups to grow in importance as the relatively small group of major humanitarian aid donors (10-15 nations plus the EC) find governing boards too large and formalistic to take quick and decisive action on important humanitarian issues. Thus, the area of donor coordination activity that is growing the fastest is where the fragmented USG structure is least able to assign clear leadership responsibility within its ranks.

The attached analysis of questionnaire responses from seven countries and the EC provides further details on how other major donors organize their humanitarian assistance programs.
Background: As part of the Interagency Humanitarian Review, the State Department sent a cable (cleared with USAID) to US Embassies/Missions to the ten largest donors (excluding the U.S.) of humanitarian assistance, requesting them to collect information on how their host governments manage their humanitarian and transition assistance programs. The cable (STATE 143336) posed a series of specific questions relevant to the issues being considered in our humanitarian review, particularly regarding the organizational structure for managing humanitarian policies and programs. Eight of the ten Embassies responded to the tasking cable, providing comprehensive information on the humanitarian assistance programs of Canada, Denmark, the European Commission (EC), Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom (UK). Responses were not received from two other major donors (Germany and Norway) or OECD Paris, which was encouraged to provide information from OECD DAC on donor humanitarian assistance programs.

Key Findings

1) Most major donors have a single organizational entity responsible for humanitarian assistance. Of the eight major donors surveyed, five (Denmark, EC, The Netherlands, Switzerland and the UK) had a single organizational entity responsible for both policy and program implementation aspects of international humanitarian assistance. (NOTE: The EC humanitarian organization – ECHO – does not, however, handle most humanitarian food aid programs.) In most cases, this single organizational entity is the equivalent of a bureau within USAID or State. Japan has one unified organization that handles humanitarian assistance policy and resource allocation, but a separate unit (JICA) handles some aspects of program implementation. Sweden has clear policy leadership for humanitarian issues in a division of its Foreign Ministry, but program implementation is handled by its aid organization (SIDA). Canada is the only major donor responding to our request that reports a significantly fragmented organizational system for humanitarian and refugee assistance. It is also the only donor responding to our survey that told our Embassy its humanitarian system did not work very well.

2) There is no predominant model on Foreign Ministry (State) vs. Development Cooperation (AID) leadership on humanitarian assistance. No two donors are quite alike in approaching this issue. Denmark’s single entity for humanitarian assistance is in its Foreign Ministry. Japan also assigns a preeminent role to a division in its foreign Ministry, although an USAID-like unit within the Ministry (JICA) handles some aspect of program implementation. The Dutch model, perhaps the most comprehensive system of unifying humanitarian and other conflict prevention assistance in a single structure, places humanitarian assistance in a single unit jointly managed by the Foreign and Development Cooperation Ministers. Sweden manages humanitarian assistance policy out of the Foreign Ministry, which hosts the country’s highest ranking humanitarian aid official, but the Aid division (SIDA) is responsible for program implementation. Canada’s system is fragmented, but claims that humanitarian assistance policy is in a Foreign Ministry responsibility, while most program implementation is carried out by their Development Aid Agency (CIDA). Switzerland manages humanitarian assistance through an
USAID-like entity (SDC), but SDC is part of the Department of Foreign Affairs, not an independent agency. The EC bureaucracy is somewhat different from a national government structure, but the EC Humanitarian Office (ECHO) would probably be seen by most as more like a USAID-type organization than a foreign policy (State) entity. The UK has made the clearest choice in favor of an independent USAID-like leadership for its humanitarian assistance programs, placed the unit in its Development Cooperation Ministry (DFID). The overall conclusion is that the majority of major donors (all but UK and EC) vest humanitarian policy leadership in their Foreign Ministries (State equivalent), but responsibility for program implementation is more evenly divided, with a predominance of USAID-like entities responsible for program implementation.

3) While the choice of Foreign Ministry vs. Development Cooperation as the humanitarian policy lead varies among donors, most major donors do site the program implementation aspects of both humanitarian and development assistance in the same organization. As noted previously, policy leadership and program management are divided in several major donors, but the program implementation responsibility is placed in the same organization that does development assistance in six of the donors surveyed. This model facilitates “seamless” planning and programming of humanitarian, transition, and development assistance. The EC has a separate humanitarian assistance office (ECHO), but ECHO reports to the same European Commissioner as the Development Assistance Directorate-Generals, so there is coordination at that level. Japan divides responsibility among organizations depending on whether assistance is provided through multilateral or bilateral channels.

4) Foreign Ministry leadership does not result in increased politicization of humanitarian aid. The four major donors (Denmark, Japan, the Netherlands, and Sweden) in which the Foreign Ministry has a preeminent role in setting humanitarian assistance policy do not believe this organizational choice diminishes their commitment to humanitarian principles or results in increased politicization of aid.

5) Most major donors have established interagency coordination mechanisms that they believe are generally effective. Of the eight donors reporting, seven reported satisfaction with their interagency coordination mechanisms. Coordination primarily involved interaction between different parts of the Foreign Ministry and the Development Cooperation Ministry, where that is a separate entity. Leadership for interagency coordination is generally vested in the Foreign Ministry, although the UK clearly assigned the Development Ministry (DFID) the lead role. Canada was the only major donor that expressed dissatisfaction with its current system of interagency coordination on humanitarian assistance. Significantly, Canada's fragmented system of responsibilities for humanitarian and refugee assistance more closely resembled the U.S. system than did the structures of the other major donors. No governmental donor reported the use of an interagency coordination mechanism for humanitarian assistance that was run outside of the Foreign and/or Development Cooperation Ministry (i.e. no NSC-like or other Presidential-led structures.) The EC does occasionally need to bring issues to the attention of the Commissioners (Cabinet-equivalent) to resolve interagency policy issues.

6) The donors who have recently reorganized their humanitarian aid programs have chosen a unified single entity structure. The Dutch created in 1996 the Department of Conflict
Management and Humanitarian Aid which brings together the full range of assistance and policy tools dealing with these issues. The UK transferred the old Overseas Development Agency (ODA) out of the Foreign Ministry to establish the independent Department for International Development (DFID) in 1997. This new structure maintained a unified division for humanitarian and transition assistance that had previously existed in ODA. The EC created ECHO several years as a unified humanitarian assistance structure and the new structure of the commission instituted this year will put ECHO and the other development aid entities in the EC under the same Commissioner, in part to improve relief to development coordination. These governments have viewed a unified humanitarian structure as enhancing the independent voice of humanitarian aid, not politicizing it as some NGO critics of a unified USG structure have argued.

7) Other donors generally report being able to work well with USG counterparts, but some think our structure inhibits coordination. Six of the eight respondents commented on the state of their coordination with the US on humanitarian and transition assistance. Four were fairly positive (Danes, Dutch, EC, Japanese), indicating they had varying degrees of contact with both State/PRM and USAID elements dealing with refugee and humanitarian assistance. The Canadians said their contacts with the US were fairly good, but were better with some other donors (the UK was mentioned) with clearer structure for humanitarian assistance. The UK (DFID's Mukes Kapila) was most critical of the USG structure, saying DFID has found our structure “fragmented, quite complicated, and at times confusing”.

8) Transition assistance programs are new, not all donors have them, but where they exist they are usually run by the same entities that deal with humanitarian aid. Only three of the eight donors reported the existence of specialized transition assistance programs similar to USAID's Office of Transition Initiatives (OTI). The Dutch and UK both run such programs out of the same division responsible for humanitarian aid. In Japan, JICA is responsible for transition assistance, while the Foreign Ministry's Multilateral Cooperation Department leads on humanitarian assistance.

NOTE: Detailed responses from major donors on which this paper is based can be obtained by reading the following 1999 telegrams: THE HAGUE 2793; STOCKHOLM 5033; OTTAWA 2870; LONDON 7198; COPENHAGEN 4742; BRUSSELS 5112; BERN 3605; TOKYO 6755; and TOKYO 6757.
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Enhancing Operational Coordination

Effective U.S. humanitarian response in the field requires:

1) **Accurate Assessment of Need**: Such assessments can come from a variety of sources: the countries affected by the disaster, the UN and its system of formal appeals, State and USAID officers posted to the country, PVOs and International NGOs and, with increasing frequency, CNN. In some cases such as hurricanes and volcanoes, the assets of other Agencies such as The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the US Geological Survey (USGS) may be useful in determining probable need. Particularly in complex emergencies, reporting from the intelligence community may provide useful insights. In almost all cases of major disaster, rapid deployment of experienced field staff is important to assessing need and deciding an appropriate response.

   -- There is room for improved coordination between BHR and PRM, if only by formal designation of action officers early in a disaster and development of an agreed methodology for assessing various types of crisis. PRM does participate on DART teams.

   -- The Administration is working on a Global Disaster Information Network (GDIN) which should provide state-of-the-art satellite and other scientific data for assessing crises. This will complement FEWS, CIEWS and other assessment tools.

   -- The UN system, in which OCHA provides coordinated formal appeals, probably needs an evaluation to see whether accurate, timely assessments are being provided.

2) **Capable Implementing Partners**: Both PRM and BHR have developed close working relationships with a range of partners including UN Organizations like UNHCR and WFP, other international organizations like ICRC, and U.S. PVOs such as CARE, Mercy Corps, World Vision and CRS. Even among major partners, performance is variable from one crisis to the next, suggesting need for continued training and professional development. Discriminating among U.S. PVOs is particularly difficult and politically tricky.

   -- PRM and BHR could work with OCHA, UNHCR and WFP on integrated training and staff development programs. Development of a sufficient number of highly capable senior field managers is a high priority.

   -- The PVOs themselves have developed a range of training programs such as SPHERE and this collaborative approach to institutional development should be encouraged. It would also be useful if the PVOs developed measures of institutional capacity which could be used to help determine where U.S. program support will be directed.

   -- A more systematic approach to after action assessments and to program evaluations should be developed at all levels, starting with a BHR/PRM coordinated review, OCHA sponsored reviews for the UN system and perhaps Interaction reviews for the PVOs.
At one time, UNHCR sought to promote some degree of specialization among its PVO partners -- food, water, sanitation, shelter, etc. While this would be sensitive, the U.S. might lend its weight to such an international response system (including UNICEF, UNHCR and WFP) as a cost effective means for developing expert capacity.

3) Strong Leadership in the Field: To ensure effective, timely response, it is important to have a good feel for conditions on the ground, to be able to decide on appropriate interventions, and to quickly move resources accordingly. BHR has relied on its DART teams to provide operational leadership in the field and this mechanism has worked quite well in major crises. Recently, PRM has participated to enhance coordination. However, the U.S. still relies heavily on multilateral organizations and PVOs for field leadership in many situations. Some measures are underway to strengthen U.S. field capacity. They could be accelerated and strengthened.

-- CFDA has begun to introduce regional offices, starting in East Africa, to improve assessments, develop contacts with regional governments and local PVOs and NGOs, and improve leadership in disasters/crises where a DART team is not deployed. These regional offices can provide a focal point for collaboration with PRM’s Refugee Coordinators. Deployment of these regional offices could be accelerated.

-- While USAID field missions have designated Disaster Relief Officers, there is room for training to expand capacity. Similarly, State could designate officers responsible for monitoring and reporting on crises. If individuals, State/USAID or both, were assigned “watching briefs”, the U.S. Government could develop a better early warning system for developing crises.

-- Both State and USAID have the ability to hire outside contractors to assist in crises, and USAID has arrangements with other U.S. Government Agencies to man its Operations Center during a major emergency. However, neither State nor USAID has significant “surge capacity” in house. This might be developed through a “ready reserve” system for overload periods.

4) Ample Logistical Capacity: The major international partners of the United States, namely UNHCR, WFP, ICRC and UNICEF, all have extensive logistical capacity and the ability to procure and move people and supplies into a crisis zone quickly. To a lesser degree, the PVOs also have such capacity. OFDA has the ability to contract for commodities and supplies commercially on short turn around. In addition, these organizations are all adept at borrowing from one crisis to meet the short-term needs of an immediate emergency. Nevertheless, there are emergencies which overwhelm the logistical capacity of the civilian system and require the assets of the U.S. military. Unfortunately, there is no standard way to assess crises and to determine quickly when logistical support will be required from the U.S. military, from what source and on what financing terms. Inevitably, reaching a final decision takes precious time and delays the U.S. humanitarian response.

-- A protocol needs to be developed in the Executive Branch which describes clearly the circumstances under which DOD assets would be utilized in a humanitarian response, who
would be responsible for deciding, and what the expected response would be in terms of assets and timing.

5) **Communications and Timely Information**: Part of the issue here is generating real-time field information which is useful to decision makers. DART teams normally have reporting officers responsible for collecting and disseminating information in the field and preparing reports for Washington. For disasters without DARTS, reporting by international organizations, PVOs, USA Mission and Embassies is relied upon. There is widespread belief that the U.S. always knows more than it is telling and that timely declassification and dissemination of information would be useful to field operations. The second part of this issue is compatible hardware, so that voice and data can be reliably exchanged.

--- NSC might lead a review of the potential for sharing classified information on a timely basis.

--- PRM and BHR might convene a meeting on hardware to set standards for humanitarian agencies and how they will communicate. Standardizing and marking humanitarian communications equipment might have the advantage of reducing suspicion of field operators.

6) **Security**: This has become one of the major concerns of humanitarian workers and a topic of many conferences. Most of the large partner organizations of the U.S. have their own security systems – with the UN’s consolidated. Training programs have been developed throughout the community, including as part of DART training and by InterAction for the PVOs. Nevertheless, there continue to be opportunities for improvement which the U.S. might pursue.

--- BHR and PRM might conduct a conference to set standards for sharing information on security conditions in emergency situations. Improved threat assessment might result from declassifying and sharing information with the partners of the U.S.

--- Embassies should be encouraged to share as much information as possible through a series of regular briefings for all U.S. implementing partners in a country.

--- The U.S. might encourage development of a formal system of monitors and wardens, to include all members of the humanitarian community and supported by appropriate training and communications equipment for high-risk operations.

--- Standard benefits packages need to be developed for humanitarian workers killed or injured in the line of duty, to include adequate medical insurance.

--- The U.S. should explore the possibility of providing special police assistance to bring to justice the perpetrators of crimes against humanitarian workers, including appropriate security assistance.
7) **Careful Adherence to Existing Humanitarian Principles:** In conducting field operations, it is essential that those who are implementing U.S. humanitarian assistance programs remain neutral and non-partisan in providing assistance. This is essential to maintaining the network of international and PVO partners that implements U.S. assistance, since they are strong adherents of these principles. As a practical matter, this position has also provided some measure of security, since humanitarian workers are seen as serving the needy and victims of conflict impartially. This is U.S. Government policy, and adherence to these principles has not been difficult to adhere to, though questions as with current legislation on Sudan are raised regularly.

--- It is useful for the U.S. to maintain some distance between humanitarian assistance and operations and U.S. foreign policy/national security objectives.

8) **Effective Relationships with Local Officials:** All disaster response and transition activities depend for their effectiveness on local participation in program planning and local support for operations. Recognizing the importance of impartiality, establishing effective working relationships with local officials at both the national and community levels is essential for success. Given its widespread field presence, State is well placed to identify local officials who will play a critical role in humanitarian response and to establish initial relationships. OFDA’s regional offices could supply appropriate briefings and training.

--- State should designate an officer for each country who will be responsible for humanitarian response. Where USAID has a field mission, that individual might come from USAID. The designated officer should be responsible for understanding the humanitarian response systems and capacity of each country and for establishing contact with appropriate local officials at both the national and community levels.

--- OFDA regional offices would be responsible for establishing and maintaining a regional roster of local officials responsible for humanitarian response. The OFDA offices would assess local capacity and provide appropriate training.
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Linking Emergency and Transition Programming to US Development Assistance and Policies

Rationale: The international community has been faced with a series of complex crises since the end of the Cold War which have challenged the notion of a linear connection between relief and development programming. Indeed, current responses to many of these situations have proven ineffective as donors have tried to develop clear strategic frameworks on how to think about development needs in the midst of humanitarian emergencies. Resource constraints are coupled with lack of clarity on how best to integrate development needs into the reconstruction process. We know that programs that seek sustainable development, coupled with strategic interventions to prevent conflict, are the best way to approach those countries emerging from conflict. In practice, however, the situation is complicated by a cultural divide that separates those working in humanitarian relief efforts from those engaged in development assistance. We also recognize that today we face a dual challenge: first, it is how can the USG best achieve humanitarian results that consider from the outset of a crisis the transition to sustainable development programs; second, how to ensure the inter-linkage of development and humanitarian response in order to achieve a more coherent effort in countries emerging from conflict.

The past decade has shown that it is not only the world’s poorest countries that have experienced violent conflict. Relatively advanced societies have also slipped into conflict and crisis, with devastating human, political and economic consequences. Conflict and crisis may occur at any point in a country’s political development process. A major difference between countries with less developed institutions and those with better developed institutions and capacities is the greater ability to recover successfully in the latter. It is clear that in the countries of Eastern Europe and Central America, integrated assistance to support recovery from crisis to development has been fairly successful due to processes which early on recognized that transition planning from the start of the peace negotiations table. In fractured societies as in the Balkans and in Africa, the process is proving difficult and will take longer—perhaps much longer. In short, not only is it difficult to separate development efforts from crisis response and recovery; it is also counterproductive to do so.

Humanitarian assistance is designed to save lives, reduce suffering and protect health. But humanitarian assistance is only the first step. When the emergency is over, it is essential that relief work not be unduly extended, that it be forward looking, and not create dependencies that compromise simultaneous development action. After an open conflict, work to sustain livelihoods must be pursued as vigorously as lifesaving endeavors.

1 The United Nations Development Program identifies the following as common features of complex crises: breakdown of legitimate institutions, violence targeted at civilians, larger scale displacement of people, increased poverty and vulnerability, regional dimensions, chronic crisis for extended periods often with a failure of a state, prolonged periods of low intensity conflict in certain areas of the country, unsustainable debt burden faced by countries concerned.

Development assistance is geared towards building or rebuilding the capacity of the affected society. Ensuring a speedy and smooth transition from the large-scale, short-term, externally driven humanitarian and military interventions that are typical in the midst of crisis, to the more grass-roots, longer-term, locally driven development interventions must take root in the transition out of conflict. This is not an easy task, but we have identified three principles that have proven critical in guiding countries through and subsequently out of an emergency footing:

- Emergency response, centered on saving lives and reducing suffering, should simultaneously lay a foundation for returning to sustainable development by supporting local capabilities and participation, and reestablishing people’s livelihood and self-sufficiency.
- Timely, effective assistance to countries emerging from crisis may make the difference between a successful and a failed transition.
- Recovery and development programs must include crisis prevention and mitigation activities to hedge against backsliding into conflict.

Constraints: Although our knowledge about managing complex emergencies has expanded, and we have begun to collect best practices from different events that have taught us how to respond, there are still many financial, bureaucratic and cultural constraints that impair us to respond in a robust way to the emergency development needs facing us today. In particular, how to support the interlinkage of humanitarian response and development assistance is further complicated by some of the following, more salient constraints:

- Limited development assistance resources and significant shortfalls in the short to medium term hinder transition programming. Current resources fall far short of requirements, essential to correcting the gaps in development assistance.
- Bilateral and multilateral development assistance (ODA) has declined by half over the last decade, in spite of growing demands of countries in transition.
- Congressional earmarking of development assistance funds places even further demands on already diminishing development assistance budgets as increasing needs to support democracy and economic growth are not being met.
- As the USG becomes more reliant on other donors and multilateral institutions to work in reconstruction programs, it also may compromise its potential for leadership in the reconstruction process.
- Multilateral institutions, such as the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank, while interested in post-conflict work, have yet to devise timely mechanisms for delivery of assistance.
- Under-investment in the transition phase compromises US leadership in high priority post-conflict situations.
- USAID has reduced its international presence through the closing of many overseas missions, many in countries deemed to be poor performers.
- US transition policy is split between rewarding countries deemed to be moving forward in their development versus those countries in transition from war to peace, where prospects for good performance is limited.
The Right Tools: An integrated approach to economic, political and social rehabilitation in post-conflict situations has proven much more effective than ad hoc or serial attention to these factors. In 1994 USAID, recognizing the growing importance of this approach, established the Office of Transition Assistance (OTI) as a response to working in difficult regions, in countries emerging from conflict. Located in the Bureau for Humanitarian Response, OTI has grown into an important asset of USG response capacities in many post-conflict countries. Funded from the International Disaster Account (IDA), OTI can respond quickly to post-conflict situations because of the "not-withstanding" authority that attaches to IDA funds. Starting in Haiti, and working in Bosnia, Rwanda, Guatemala, Angola, Sierra Leone, Liberia, and more recently in Nigeria and Colombia, the office has pioneered the integration of best practices culled from other experiences into its own response mechanism. Through integrated programming, OTI demonstrated that development assistance can support political and economic decision-making at the community level, including equitable power-sharing and assistance to maintain livelihoods and markets, even in the early relief efforts. As a result of this leadership role, other governments have also begun the development of a quick response mechanism to jump-start development needs.\(^2\)

Integrated Strategic Planning (ISP) has also helped to ensure that US resources for relief and development are channeled to the highest priority objectives, and that there is effective coordination among players, both inside and outside the USG. ISP was introduced as part of USAID's Greater Horn of Africa initiative. It has proven a useful planning tool, but it, like other programs, has experienced problems in compliance with agreed upon initiatives. It still lacks a consistent means of encouraging implementation and has not been widely applied to other regional programs. Nevertheless, it has advanced an important concept for ensuring the gaps between relief and development assistance programs are filled, and responded to in the process of development planning. Examples of the ISP approach include:

- Southern Sudan, where USAID provides not only food aid, but also supported the rehabilitation of livestock and agriculture, and also health and sanitation services.
- Northern Uganda, where USAID programs facilitated the resettlement of 80,000 internally displaced persons, worked to support the repatriation of 90,000 Sudanese refugees from Uganda, and provided food and agricultural assistance to 25,000 refugees.

Outside Partnerships: US humanitarian assistance programs are implemented primarily by non-profit US NGOs and international organizations. US NGOs have collaborated closely with local NGOs for years, transferring technologies and skills to enhance institutional capacity. This capacity is drawn upon both during crises and during the reconstruction process, and includes emergency management, vulnerability assessment, and development of early warning systems for disaster preparedness.

USG assistance to international organizations, agencies of the United Nations such as UNICEF, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the World Food Program, provide

\(^2\) Currently, Canada, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, the United Nations Development Program and the World Bank have also created units dedicated to post-conflict reconstruction needs.

another dimension to the linkages that exist between humanitarian response and the notion of development which support US programming. Our relationship to these international organizations further underscores the changing nature of humanitarian response and development assistance. USG programs in the early phases after conflict are very much integrated to the work of international multilateral actors. A very clear example of such integration occurred in Guatemala, when the USG, the European Community and the United Nations Development Program also shared the responsibility to demobilize former combatants, and provide medium range assistance to former fighters and their families emerging from conflict.

NGOs continue to play a bridging function, as many who work on humanitarian assistance also work on development assistance, sometimes inside and frequently outside crisis settings. For example, in the period immediately following a conflict NGOs have been very helpful in restoring basic community services very quickly. The integral role that NGOs play in their flexibility to combine emergency response and development assistance programs has not been lost on other donors. Multilateral organizations such as the World Bank and the United Nations are giving increased emphasis to development work as part of their crisis prevention formula. This is obvious in the UN’s comprehensive strategic framework for Afghanistan and Sierra Leone, but also for the World Bank’s Comprehensive Development Framework.

Converging Concepts - Relief and Development in the Post-Cold War World: USG development programming has rewarded countries where good performance has led to important structural and societal changes that have helped support economic reform, access to justice, and greater transparency of transactions. The lessons we have learned about how to support improvements in governance, at both the community and national level, are now being applied to those complex emergencies where reconstruction and building stronger political systems is central to peace and stability. Basic economic and social reconstruction activities – such as livelihood creation, micro-enterprise, and support for greater transparency in suing reconstruction funds – are increasingly important elements in our political development arsenal. Successes in bringing good development principles to post-conflict environments are evident in Mozambique, El Salvador and Guatemala.

Protecting Development Gains and the Role of Conflict Prevention: Both man-made and natural disasters seriously set back or even eliminate hard-won development gains. Preventing reversals is the central purpose of prevention initiatives such as those taken in support of improved governance and community participation in decision-making process. Supporting programming in good governance, building the capacity of the judiciary, or strengthening participation of civil society are increasingly seen as key to preventing the resumption of conflict in countries where unstable economies or other forms of inequities can fuel distrust and lay a foundation for violence.

Addressing the root causes – often social and economic – of conflict is the least costly and most effective way of addressing a potential crisis. Preventive measures can be taken both before the

---

3 The growing consensus in the development community is reflected in such publications as the World Bank’s Guidelines on Post Conflict Reconstruction (1998), the DAC’s Guidelines on Conflict, Peace and Development Cooperation, and UNDP’s recent paper about its growing emphasis on transition work, prepared for incoming UNDP administrator, Mark Malloch Brown.
crisis erupts, but also to forestall the recurrence of an emergency. As President Clinton recently commented: "the costliest peace is less expensive than the least expensive war." But doing prevention, coupled with the growing demands of humanitarian emergencies, will require US development assistance to undergo a transformation. The types of changes will require a closer examination of how our current foreign assistance can respond more strategically to ongoing crises, while also taking into consideration the ongoing demands that development needs place on current resources. It will take further exploration about the types of skills and experiences future development officers will need to work in this ever complex field. But most important, it will take a strong voice for broadly defined development interests in senior policy councils of the US Government, who speaks for a holistic approach to reconstruction and transition, not just humanitarian concerns. We need advocacy for the importance of democracy and economic growth, for education, health and other social services – even at the possible expense of some political stability and short-term US economic interests. As many persons observed at a recent meeting about this subject at the Overseas Development Council, no single voice speaks for development today, nor does the development portfolio reside in one single agency. Indeed, it has been the lack of a voice for development as a central feature of our response to humanitarian crisis that has constrained our capacity as a government to think in a comprehensive fashion about how to include it in our response to emergencies and conflict.
## Resources for Humanitarian Assistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Humanitarian Assistance</th>
<th>[a] FY1999</th>
<th>FY2000</th>
<th>FY2001</th>
<th>Funding Levels (M in millions)</th>
<th>Funding Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEPARTMENT OF STATE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau of Population, Refugee and Migration (PRM)</td>
<td>829.9</td>
<td>622.8</td>
<td>628.2</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriation accounts:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Migration and Refugee Assistance (MRA)</td>
<td>829.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Migration and Refugee Assistance: Supplemental</td>
<td>250.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>US Emergency Refugee and Migration Assistance (ERMA)</td>
<td>195.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>1,100.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ERMA carryover from previous FY</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau for Humanitarian Response (BHR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriation accounts:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>International Disaster Assistance</td>
<td>388.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PL 480 - Title II grant funds</td>
<td>500.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PL 480 - Title III grant assistance</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>1,093.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Assistance Borrowing Authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL (appropriated funds only)</td>
<td>2,500.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE** | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Overseas Humanitarian Disaster and Civic Aid (OHDACA) | 362.0 [b] | 30.2 [c] | 39.4 [d] | 2 Year | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| **Drawdown Authorities** | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| **Section 504(a)(2)** | 75.0 | 75.0 | 75.0 | Annual | | | | | | | | | | | | | |

[a] Enacted levels, including FY 1999 Emergency Supplemental funds.
[b] Includes $235 million in supplemental funds and $27 million in humanitarian assistance funds.
[c] Funding for humanitarian assistance purposes only (excludes funds for demining).
Department of State

Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration (PRM)

Authorization: Foreign Relations Authorization Act
Appropriation: Foreign Operations, Export Financing, and Related Programs

Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962, as amended
Public Law 87-510

Includes provisions:

... to continue membership for the United States in the
International Organization for Migration (Section 2 [a]).

... for contributions to the activities of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees for assistance to refugees
under his/her mandate or persons on behalf of whom he/she
is exercising his/her good offices, and for contributions
to the International Organization for Migration, the
International Committee of the Red Cross, and to other
relevant international organizations (Section 2 [b][1]).

... for assistance to or on behalf of refugees who are
outside the U.S. designated by the President (by class,
group, or designation of their respective countries of
origin or areas of residence) (Section 2 [b][2]).

... to establish the United States Emergency Refugee and
Migration Assistance Fund for the purpose of meeting
unexpected urgent refugee and migration needs. Total
amount in the Fund may not exceed $100,000,000, at any one
time, although annual appropriations have been made
notwithstanding this limitation. Funds remain available
until expended (Section 2 [c][2]).

- Requires a Presidential Determination (PD).
- Requires informing the appropriate Committees.
- Requires publication of the PD in the Federal
  Register.
- Administration of the Fund is delegated to the
  Secretary of State under Executive Order 11077.
- This Fund is in addition to other amounts available
  under the MRA account.

... for the President to furnish assistance and make contributions under this Act notwithstanding any provisions of law which restricts assistance to foreign countries (Section 2 [f]).  

... for the President to allocate or transfer to any agency of the United States Government any part of any funds available for carrying out the purposes of the MRA Act (Section 3 [b]).  

... for compensation, allowances, and travel of personnel, including members of the Foreign Service whose services are utilized primarily for the purposes of the MRAA, and without regard to the provisions of any other law, for printing and binding, and for expenditures outside the United States for the procurement of supplies and services and for other administrative and operating purposes, and for other administrative costs including employment of personnel and contractors overseas (Section 5 [a] [1-7]).  


Immigration and Nationality Act  

Section 101 (a) 42 (A) and (B) - Definition of the term 'refugee'.  

Section 207 - Annual admissions of refugees and admission of emergency situation refugees.  

Section 412 - Authorization for programs for domestic resettlement of and assistance to refugees.
Chapter 9 - International Disaster Assistance (IDA)

Section 491 - Policy and General Authority

... not withstanding any other provision of this or any other Act, ... for assistance to any foreign country, international organization, or private voluntary organization ... for international disaster relief and rehabilitation including assistance relating to disaster preparedness, and to the prediction of, and contingency planning for natural disasters abroad.

... the President shall insure that the assistance reaches those most in need of relief and rehabilitation as a result of natural and manmade disasters.

Section 492 - Authorization

... up to $50,000,000 in any fiscal year may be obligated against appropriations under this part (Part I and Chapter 4 of Part II) ... for use in providing assistance in accordance with the authorities and general policies of section 491. Amounts subsequently appropriated under this chapter with respect to a disaster may be used to reimburse any appropriation account in which obligations were incurred under this subsection with respect to that disaster ...

Section 493 - Disaster Assistance - Coordination

... authorizes the President to appoint a Special Coordinator for International Disaster Assistance whose responsibility shall be to promote maximum effectiveness and coordination in responses to foreign disasters by United States agencies and between the United States and other donors.
Appropriations: Annual appropriations have made disaster assistance appropriations available for reconstruction assistance in addition to relief and rehabilitation.

Food Aid Programs administered by USAID:

Agricultural and Trade Development Act of 1954 (PL 480)

Title II - Emergency and Private Assistance Programs

... grants by which the USAID provides agricultural commodities and transportation to meet emergency and non-emergency needs.

- Assistance to meet emergency food needs may be made available notwithsstanding any other provision of law.
- Agricultural commodities provided under this Title may be provided directly or sold (monetized) and the proceeds used to transport, store or distribute agricultural commodities provided under this Title, or to implement development activities in the recipient country or countries in the region.

Title III - Food for Development

... a program under which agricultural commodities are donated to least developed countries (as defined by the statute) and the revenue from the sale of those commodities used for economic development purposes.

- The Administration has not requested funds under Title III for the past two years.

For both International Disaster Assistance and Migration and Refugee Assistance:

Section 506(a)(2) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961

... the drawdown of articles and services from any USG agency for the purposes and under the authorities of the Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962 or International Disaster Assistance. An aggregate value of not to exceed $75,000,000 in any fiscal year of defense articles, defense services, and military education and training, may be used
under this authority (out of a total authority of $150 million).

- Requires a Presidential Determination.
- Cannot pay for commercial contracts.
- Limited to articles and services that can be provided by US armed services.
- Must compete with counter-narcotics and law enforcement programs for use of resources.
Department of Defense

Overseas Humanitarian, Disaster, and Civic Aid

Armed Forces Legislation
Title 10 United States Code

Chapter 20 - Humanitarian and Other Assistance

Section 401 - Humanitarian and civic assistance provided in conjunction with military operations.

... enables US personnel to carry out humanitarian and civic assistance activities in conjunction with other military operations.

- Must promote the security interests of both the United States and the country in which the activities are to be carried out;
- Must benefit the operational readiness skills of the participating military personnel;
- Must be approved by the Secretary of State.

Section 402 - Transportation of humanitarian relief supplies to foreign countries.

The Denton Program - transportation on a space available basis on U.S. military aircraft of humanitarian relief supplies to foreign countries furnished by a non-governmental source.

Section 404 - Foreign disaster assistance.

The President may direct the Secretary of Defense to provide disaster assistance outside the United States to respond to manmade or natural disasters when necessary to prevent loss of lives.

- Assistance may include transportation, supplies, services and equipment; requires Congressional notification within 48 hours after the commencement of disaster assistance activities.
Section 2547 - Excess non-lethal supplies: humanitarian relief.

Excess non-lethal DOD property for humanitarian relief purposes.

- Department of State is responsible for distribution.

Section 2551 - Humanitarian assistance.

Funds authorized for humanitarian assistance shall be used for the purpose of providing transportation of humanitarian relief and for other humanitarian purposes worldwide.